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NN First Class Return Fund
Fund in Scope

All data as of end June 2019

• The NN First Class Return Fund gained approximately 2%
• A strong April was followed by a weak May, but June
printed very positive returns again
• Next to equities, fixed income contributed positively while
real estate and commodities slightly detracted

Statistics

Performance

Outlook

Following a strong first quarter, the second quarter of 2019 was also
positive for global equities and fixed income. However, this quarterly
performance was not realized in a straight line. A strong April was
followed by a weak May, but June printed very positive returns. The
rhythm was set by the ups and downs in political risk, the assessment of their potential negative impact on the growth outlook and a
U-turn in the monetary policy outlook. The biggest game-changer
was the escalation of trade uncertainty stemming from ongoing
US-China trade tensions. Following the increase in trade tensions, a
monetary policy turn from the Fed and ECB elicited a positive
reaction as markets anticipated that central banks would ease
policy enough to save the economy. Equity markets turned in a
positive performance for the quarter across all regions in their
own currencies. The ride however was quite bumpy as the
Goldilocks-like rally continued in April but dissipated in May
following the flare-up of trade tensions. The contribution from
equities to the total return of the fund was positive (+2.0%). All
equity strategies added value by outperforming their benchmark
except for the emerging markets high dividend strategy.
Overall the strategies in the spread markets contributed positively
as well, approximately 0.5%. Fixed income spreads tightened
during the quarter. Except for the global high yield strategy all the
fixed income strategies outperformed their benchmarks.
Commodities on the other hand detracted from performance.
This was also the case for the investments in global real estate,
the asset class that showed a negative absolute performance
next to commodities. The hedge fund replication strategy on the
other hand outperformed its benchmark and added slightly to
performance.

Our base case is for an extended escalation of trade tensions. In
this scenario, the US and China talk and fight at the same time
while the threat of tariffs continues to hang over other regions. As
a result, business confidence and capex spending remain muted
but the profit buffer built up over the past few years, combined with
policy easing in various regions, should keep employment and
consumption growth at relatively resilient levels. Markets currently
expect that the Fed, other central banks and fiscal policymakers
will largely succeed in cushioning the fallout from trade risks. As a
result, US and global growth momentum will slow from last year’s
pace, but remain well within positive territory. This combined
outlook for growth and monetary policy does not call for a sharp
widening of equity and credit risk premiums add therefore continue
to be supportive for equities and spreads.

ISIN code
Inception date
Ongoing charges

NL0010290573
March 2014
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Morningstar

Asset Class allocation

Equities, 62%
Real Estate, 8%
Bonds, 18%
Alternatives, 13%
Cash, 0%
Source: NN IP Performance Measurement Europe
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Fund description
NN First Class Return Fund is a mixed fund that offers a carefully
selected and diversified investment. The fund invests in multiple
asset classes including equities, fixed income and alternative
investments. The fund invests only in investment funds managed

by NN Investment Partners. The fund uses a risk return assumption model to periodically determine the allocation to the asset
classes. The fund strives to achieve a diversified portfolio that
provides an attractive return per unit of risk.
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Net return

Current allocation of the underlying strategies*
Equities
NN Global Sustainable Equity
NN (L) Global Sustainable Equity
NN (L) EM High Dividend

Real Estate
NN (L) Global Real Estate

Bonds
NN Euro Credit Fund
NN (L) Global High Yield
NN (L) Emerging Markets Debt HC (euro)
NN (L) Emerging Markets Debt LB

Commodities
NN (L) Commodity Enhanced

Hedge Funds
NN (L) Alternative Beta

10.9***
10.6
7.0

*	The underlying strategies of the NN First Class Return Fund are the gross returns. The fund costs (ongoing charges) will only be reflected in the returns of the
NN First Class Return Fund.
** The figures shown in the “weight” column are based on the model weights at quarter end. Therefore the returns cannot be calculated based on these weights.
*** The inception date for the Global Sustainable Equity - mandate is 7 February 2017.
Source: NN IP Performance Measurement Europe

Disclaimer
This communication is intended for MiFID professional investors only. This communication has been prepared solely for the purpose of information and does not
constitute an offer, in particular a prospectus or any invitation to treat, buy or sell
any security or to participate in any trading strategy or the provision of investment
services. While particular attention has been paid to the contents of this communication, no guarantee, warranty or representation, express or implied, is given to
the accuracy, correctness or completeness thereof. Any information given in this
communication may be subject to change or update without notice. Neither
NN Investment Partners B.V., NN Investment Partners Holdings N.V. nor any other
company or unit belonging to the NN Group, nor any of its directors or employees
can be held directly or indirectly liable or responsible with respect to this communication. Use of the information contained in this communication is at your own risk.
This communication and information contained herein must not be copied,
reproduced, distributed or passed to any person other than the recipient without

NN Investment Partners B.V.’s prior written consent. In relation all the funds
mentioned in this document, a Key Investor Information Document (KIID) has been
published containing all necessary information about the product, the costs and the
risks involved. The prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID)
(if applicable) and other legally required documents relating to the fund are available
on www.nnip.com. Investment sustains risk. Please note that the value of any investment may rise or fall and that past performance is not indicative of future results
and should in no event be deemed as such.
This communication is not directed at and must not be acted upon by US Persons as
defined in Rule 902 of Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933, and
is not intended and may not be used to solicit sales of investments or subscription
of securities in countries where this is prohibited by the relevant authorities or
legislation. Any claims arising out of or in connection with the terms and conditions
of this disclaimer are governed by Dutch law.
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